
So you can human



We believe humans have better, more 
interesting, more fulfilling things to do 

than cleaning. And we believe our robots 
can help. Our collection of robots is 

designed to clean around your schedule 
and your life, so you don’t have to.

So you can human
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Robot Mop
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*Compared to the Roomba® 600 series cleaning system **Works with Google Home and Alexa enabled devices, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com or its a!liates. Google is a trademark of Google LLC

Suction power

Specialized corner clean

Navigates in neat rows

Dual Multi-Surface Brushes

Recharge and Resume

Clean Base® Automatic Dirt Disposal

Mopping 

Floor type

Direct Detect™ Technology:
cleans dirtier spots more thoroughly

Avoids obstacles like cords and pet 
waste with PrecisionVision Navigation

Targeted area cleaning: choose small 
areas within rooms to clean or avoid

Targeted room cleaning: 
choose rooms to clean

Seasonal & personalized 
cleaning suggestions

Create favorite cleaning routines

Compatible with Alexa/Google*/Ali Genie 
(select the voice device by region)
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(Non-Connected)

Combo m697X/96X 69X/67Xe5/e6j7s9 j7+ i3+/i4+i7/i8/i6 i7+/i8+/i6+



I can really 
get into 
corners
PerfectEdge® Technology
with advanced sensors optimize 
cleaning deep into corners and 
along edges.

I clean exactly 
how, when, and 
where you want
Cleans exactly how, when and 
where you want. Plus, you can tell 
your robot to stay away from certain 
areas or objects with customizable 
Keep Out Zones.

My deepest 
clean yet
A superior 3-Stage Cleaning System 
lifts, loosens, and eliminates dirt with 
up to 40x the suction* for our 
deepest clean yet.

Your wish is
my command
Smart navigation maps specific objects
in your home so that breakfast crumbs are 
solved as easily as “Alexa, tell Roomba to 
clean under the kitchen table.”**

Call us a
dream team
Your hard floors and carpets get a 
comprehensive clean thanks to Imprint® Link 
Technology only from iRobot. The Roomba® 
s9 robot vacuum and Braava jet® m6 robot 
mop automatically vacuum then mop in 
perfect sequence.

I stay one step 
ahead of messes
The s9 robot vacuum is smarter than ever, 
learning from your cleaning habits and 
suggesting personalized schedules. It will 
even suggest an extra clean when your 
area’s pollen count is high or during pet 
shedding season.

Robot Vacuum
+ Automatic Dirt Disposal

Roomba®

I clean up 
after you,
and myself
Upgrade to s9+ so you don’t 
have to touch dust and dirt 
for months because it 
automatically empties into 
the Clean Base® Automatic 
Dirt Disposal with an 
enclosed bag that doesn’t 
need to be replaced for 60 
days.
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*Compared to the Roomba® 600 series cleaning system. **Works with Google Home and Alexa enabled devices. 
Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com or its a!liates. Google is a trademark of Google LLC. 



I work around 
you. Obstacles 
and all.
You love your family, but don’t 
always love the messes they 
leave behind. The Roomba® j7 
robot vacuum"uses"
PrecisionVision"Navigation to 
recognize objects and avoid 
obstacles like charging cords 
and pet waste.

Let me keep 
clean while
you carry on
You can clean a specific mess right 
when it happens with just the sound 
of your voice* thanks to the Roomba® 
j7 robot vacuum’s advanced 
mapping and voice compatibility.

Neat rows
are my thing
It maps your home to navigate in 
neat, e!cient rows for a wall-to-wall 
clean. With advanced navigation, 
the j7 can clean messes where you 
want, when you want.

Call us a
dream team
For a complete clean, Imprint® Link 
Technology tells Braava jet® m6 robot mop to 
automatically mop after the Roomba® j7 
robot vacuum finishes vacuuming.

*Compared to the Roomba® 600 series cleaning system.

Don’t let messes 
mess your schedule
The Roomba® j7 robot vacuum learns how 
you like to clean and automatically gives you 
personalized scheduling suggestions, even 
factoring in times when your home may 
need more frequent cleaning—like 
pet-shedding or allergy seasons. 

Robot Vacuum
+ Automatic Dirt Disposal

Roomba®

Upgrade to j7+ so you don’t 
have to touch dust and dirt 
for months because it 
automatically empties into 
the Clean Base® Automatic 
Dirt Disposal with an 
enclosed bag that doesn’t 
need to be replaced for 60 
days.

*Works with Google Home and Alexa enabled devices. Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com or its a!liates.
Google is a trademark of Google LLC.
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I clean up after you, 
and myself

Hello, powerful 
performance
To get the whole job done right for you,
the j7’s powerful 3-Stage Cleaning System 
packs a punch with 10x the Power-Lifting 
Suction,* an Edge-Sweeping Brush, and Dual 
Multi-Surface Rubber Brushes that flex to 
adjust to di#erent floor types.



I clean when, 
where and 
how you want
Imprint® Smart Mapping
allows you to control which 
rooms are cleaned and when, 
for vacuuming that works 
around you and your schedule.

Yup, I have 10x 
power-lifting 
suction**

Dirt, dust, and debris have
nowhere to hide thanks to the 
3-Stage Cleaning System, Dual 
Multi-Surface Rubber Brushes,
10x the Power-Lifting Suction,**

and Edge-Sweeping Brush.

Let me spot 
clean that
Cereal on the floor? Cat knock
over a potted plant? The i7 can 
target specific areas within your 
rooms, like in front of the couch
or under a table, for easy, 
hands-free clean-up, with just
the sound of your voice.*

You make the rules
You can focus on your busy schedule and 
rely on the intelligence of the Roomba® i7 
robot vacuum to take care of the cleaning. It 
learns where and when you normally clean 
to suggest personalized schedules that are 
unique to your home’s needs.

Call us a
dream team
Take vacuuming and mopping o# your 
list—all at once. With Imprint® Link 
Technology, the Roomba® i7 robot vacuum 
can team up with Braava jet® m6 robot mop 
to vacuum then mop in perfect sequence, 
giving your floors a comprehensive clean.

*Works with Google Home and Alexa enabled devices. Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com or its a!liates.
Google is a trademark of Google LLC. **Compared to the Roomba® 600 series cleaning system.

Dirt is no problem
Dirt Detect™ Technology only from iRobot 
ensures messier areas of your floor get the 
extra attention they need.

Robot Vacuum
+ Automatic Dirt Disposal

Roomba®

I clean up 
after you,
and myself
Upgrade to i7+ so you don’t 
have to touch dust and dirt 
for months because it 
automatically empties into 
the Clean Base® Automatic 
Dirt Disposal with an 
enclosed bag that doesn’t 
need to be replaced for 60 
days.
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Yup, I have 10x 
power-lifting 
suction*

Roomba® i3 robot vacuum 
vacuums stubborn messes with a 
3-Stage Cleaning System that 
uses Dual Multi-Surface Rubber 
Brushes and 10x Power-Lifting 
Suction.*

Count on
my cleaning
Finding the dust bunnies while 
staying out of trouble, the i3 will 
finish the job. Reactive Sensor 
Technology tells the robot where it 
cannot pass, which means less 
getting stuck on furniture and more 
knowing where to go. And only 
iRobot o#ers Dirt Detect™ 
Technology to focus on the dirtier 
spots, like the high-tra!c areas of 
your home.

I get the
job done
Your home gets the attention it 
needs because Roomba® i3 robot 
vacuum purposefully and logically 
cleans in neat rows using floor 
tracking sensors.

I’ll follow your lead
Take vacuuming o# your mind with the 
personalized cleaning suggestions powered 
by the unique intelligence of iRobot Genius 
that learns your home, your habits, and your 
routines.

Call us a
dream team
With Imprint® Link Technology, the i3 can 
team up with Braava jet® m6 to vacuum then 
mop in perfect sequence, giving your floors 
a comprehensive clean without any e#ort 
from you.

*Compared to the Roomba® 600 series cleaning system.

My brushes are 
made for floors
Instead of using a single bristle brush, the 
Roomba® i3 robot vacuum works with Dual 
Multi-Surface Rubber Brushes that flex to 
adjust to di#erent floor types and avoids 
getting tangled with pet hair.

Robot Vacuum
+ Automatic Dirt Disposal

Roomba®

I clean up 
after you,
and myself
Upgrade to i3+ so you don’t 
have to touch dust and dirt 
for months because it 
automatically empties into 
the Clean Base® Automatic 
Dirt Disposal with an 
enclosed bag that doesn’t 
need to be replaced for 60 
days.
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Say goodbye
to dirt
Dirt Detect™ Sensors alert your robot 
about dirtier areas of your home, 
like high-tra!c spots, and cleans 
them more thoroughly.

Dirt’s no match for me
The 3-Stage Cleaning system and Dual Multi-Surface Brushes grab dirt, 
dust and debris from carpets and hard floors while an Edge-Sweeping 
brush takes care of corners and edges.

Dust and debris, 
begone
Dual Multi-Surface Brushes work together to 
grab dust, dirt, and large debris to help 
thoroughly clean your floors.

I’m not afraid
of heights
The Auto-Adjust Cleaning Head e#ectively 
cleans both carpets and hard floors by 
automatically adjusting the height of its 
cleaning head. 

*Compared to the Roomba® 600 series cleaning system.

I follow your lead
Your cleaning needs are taken care of—even 
the ones you don’t know about yet. This robot 
learns how you like to clean and automatically 
gives you personalized scheduling 
suggestions.
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Helps tackle 
messes
Precision Jet Spray loosens
dirt and sticky messes without 
spraying furniture, rugs, or walls.

Enjoy complete 
control of your 
mopping
Mops exactly how, when, and where 
you want. Imprint® Smart Mapping 
allows you to tell the m6 exactly 
where to mop and when, while 
customizable Keep Out Zones allow 
you to tell it where to avoid.

I handle
every step of 
the cleaning
Attach a Braava jet® Pad and the 
robot automatically selects the 
cleaning method.

I take on messes in 
the moment
Co#ee spill on the floor? Dog track in mud? 
The Braava jet® m6 can target specific areas 
within your rooms, like in front of the couch or 
under a table, for easy, hands-free mopping, 
with just your voice.* 

Call us a
dream team
With Imprint® Link Technology, your Roomba® 
robot vacuum** and Braava jet® m6 robot
mop can team up to vacuum then mop 
automatically in perfect sequence, giving
your floors a comprehensive clean.

Mopping up messes 
your way
Learns your cleaning habits and can suggest 
automatic schedules to mop around your life. 
Making e#ortless mopping even easier, so you 
can focus on everything else.
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*Works with Google Home and Alexa enabled devices. Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon.com or its a!liates.
Google is a trademark of Google LLC. **Available for Roomba® 900 series, s series, i7 and i3 robot vacuums.
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All rights reserved. iRobot, Roomba, Braava jet, Clean Base, Imprint, vSLAM and Roomba Combo are registered trademarks of iRobot Corporation.

PerfectEdge and Dirt Detect are trademarks of iRobot Corporation.


